Spellings for Week 5 Dragons; Common Exception Words

Use these words to fill in the gaps. It helps to cross off the ones which you have used.

any many clothes water pretty
Christmas beautiful busy poor kind

It’s a long time until .........................................................., but I’m already excited!

Do you like to drink ......................................................? I’d prefer squash.

.......................................................... little baby! He’s crying!

Don’t use too .......................................................... blocks! We have to share!

On VE day, the weather was absolutely ..........................................................

For Maidenhead’s Got Talent, we all wore ..........................................................that people
would have worn in the 1940s.

How ...................................................... of you to send a card for my birthday!

If you don’t have ..........................................................eggs, it’s hard to bake a cake.

Our parents are very .......................................................... looking after Snowy Owls at the moment.

Isn’t that flower ..........................................................? It also has a lovely perfume!